International Spy Museum
700 L'Enfant Plaza, SW Washington DC (1.7 miles from hotel, 12 min drive)
The Museum lifts the veil of secrecy on the hidden world of intelligence and espionage—exploring its successes and failures, challenges and controversies. The Museum provides an objective and apolitical forum for the exploration of the role of intelligence in society and its impact on people's lives. Receive your cover identity and prepare to test your spy skills throughout the Museum on your UNDERCOVER MISSION. Come face to face with spies and spymasters, gadget makers, scientists, and engineers from past and present. Take a closer look at the hundreds of imaginative inventions used to steal secrets.

Janet Echelman’s 1.8 Renwick at The Renwick Gallery
Pennsylvania Avenue at 17th Street NW (1.2 miles from hotel, 8 min drive)
Janet Echelman’s colorful fiber and lighting installation examines the complex interconnections between human beings and our physical world, and reveals the artist’s fascination with the measurement of time. The volumetric form suspended from the ceiling of the Renwick Gallery’s Rubenstein Grand Salon is inspired by the data recorded March 11, 2011, following the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami that rippled across the Pacific Ocean toward Japan. The geologic event was so powerful it shifted the earth on its axis and shortened the day by 1.8 millionths of a second, lending this work its title.

The Anderson House
2118 Massachusetts Avenue, NW (1.4 miles from hotel, 7 min drive)
A National Historic Landmark in the Dupont Circle neighborhood of Washington, D.C. Since 1938, the Society of the Cincinnati has made its headquarters at Anderson House, where it has worked to advance its mission to honor the men and women who won American independence in the Revolutionary War. Guided tours of the first and second floors of Anderson House are led by expert museum docents. The tour reveals the history of the Society of the Cincinnati, the significance of the American Revolution, and the lives and collections of the home’s first owners, Larz and Isabel Anderson. Tours begin at 15 minutes past each hour and last for approximately one hour.
**Dumbarton Oaks**  
1309 5th St NE *(1.8 miles from hotel, 10 min drive)*  
Located in residential Georgetown, Dumbarton Oaks welcomes researchers at all career stages who come to study its books, objects, images, and documents. The Garden, designed by renowned landscape gardener Beatrix Farrand, is an oasis within the city. Explore sixteen acres of terraced gardens and vistas, orchards and kitchen gardens, and a vast wilderness of meadows and wooded pathways. The Museum is home to a world-class collection of Byzantine and Pre-Columbian art, housed in magnificent galleries.

**Artechouse**  
1238 Maryland Ave., SW *(2.3 miles from hotel, 14 min drive)*  
ART + TECH + HOUSE  
With a mission to inspire, educate, and empower the creation of new, experiential and exploratory art form, ARTECHOUSE connects audience to the arts, and stimulates interest in the limitless possibilities of technology, science and creativity. The first innovative art space dedicated to showcasing experiential and technology driven works of art. Click here for a list of previous exhibitions.

**Washington Monument**  
2 15th St NW *(1.5 miles from hotel, 12 min drive)*  
The Washington Monument has reopened to the public as the National Park Service with modernization to the elevator and construction of a permanent screening facility for visitors entering the landmark. The 500 ft observation desk gives a bird eye’s view of the nation’s capital, while the 490’ level contains exhibits and is where visitors enter the queue to re-board the elevator for the descent. On the approximately 2-minute descent, the elevator slows in preprogrammed areas of the monument to provide passengers with views of select areas of the monument’s interior viewing some of the 193 Commemorative Stones set in the stairwell walls. Advance reservation tickets may be ordered online at Recreation.gov (1.877.444.6777) 90-days in advance for a non-refundable reservation fee of $1.00 per ticket.
**Brasserie Beck**  
(.2mi. from hotel, 4 min walk)  
1101 K Street NW  
Cuisine: Belgian  
Serving: Lunch, Dinner  
Attire: Smart Casual  
Neighborhood: Mt Vernon Square  
Price Point: $$$

**Sfoglina Downtown**  
(.3mi. from hotel, 5 min walk)  
1099 New York Ave NW  
Cuisine: Italian  
Serving: Lunch, Dinner  
Attire: Smart Casual  
Neighborhood: Downtown  
Price Point: $$

**The Dabney**  
(.3mi. from hotel, 7 min walk)  
122 Blagden Alley NW  
Cuisine: Mid-Atlantic Farm to Table  
Serving: Dinner  
Attire: Smart Casual  
Neighborhood: Mt Vernon Square  
Price Point: $$$

**Busboy and Poets**  
(.4mi. from hotel, 8 min walk)  
450 K St NW  
Cuisine: American  
Serving: All Meals  
Attire: Smart Casual  
Neighborhood: Mt Vernon Square  
Price Point: $

**Farmers and Distillers**  
(.5mi. from hotel, 10 min walk)  
600 Massachusetts Ave NW (6th & Mass)  
Cuisine: New American  
Serving: All Meals  
Attire: Smart Casual  
Neighborhood: Mt Vernon Square  
Price Point: $

**Jinya Ramen Bar**  
(.6mi. from hotel, 13 min walk)  
1336 14th Street NW  
Cuisine: Japanese  
Serving: Lunch, Dinner  
Attire: Casual  
Neighborhood: Logan Circle  
Price Point: $$

**Estadio**  
(.7mi. from hotel, 15 min walk)  
1520 14th Street NW  
Cuisine: Tapas  
Serving: Lunch, Dinner  
Attire: Smart Casual  
Neighborhood: Logan Circle  
Price Point: $$

**Del Mar**  
(2mi. from hotel, 11 min drive)  
791 Wharf Street SW  
Cuisine: Spanish  
Serving: Brunch, Lunch, Dinner  
Attire: Smart Casual  
Neighborhood: District Wharf  
Price Point: $$$

**A Baked Joint**  
(.5mi. from hotel, 10 min walk)  
430 K Street NW  
Cuisine: Bakery/Coffee  
Attire: Casual  
Neighborhood: Mt Vernon Square  
Price Point: $$

**Bresca**  
(1.1mi. from hotel, 8 min drive)  
1906 14th St NW  
Cuisine: Modern French  
Serving: Dinner  
Attire: Smart Casual  
Neighborhood: Logan Circle  
Price Point: $$$